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Synopsis

Now You Can EASILY Crush The NCLEX! Finally Have Certainty Now!
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Customer Reviews

I don’t care for this book. I thought the questions were not hard enough and not true NCLEX style. Other books I have seem more difficult and the answers less obvious. I think it is an okay book. I bought the kindle edition by accident by hitting the touch pad on my laptop and it bought it. It was cheap enough that I figured I could use a book like that. I wouldn’t recommend it. I prefer the Success books and Saunder’s NCLEX RN

I bought all the books. None of the answers are showing. Only the questions. I emailed for help and got no response. It’s out dated Don’t use on a iPad Sad that allows such a poor product on its site.

This is a good review book for those who will take the nursing exams. Actually, not only for exam takers because I am not taking an exam but I did download this book for self study. This is a good reference for me specially that I do have a family and in case something happen I know what it is. I
like how the answers were explained. Very understandable and it do have a Spanish very (though I don't speak and read Spanish so I skipped that part).

Got the NCLEX pharmacology for Nurses. EVERY SINGLE question was about cancer. ?? Not sure what that was about, but pretty sure there will be drugs on the NCLEX that aren’t only related to cancer...

Very helpful with studying for NCLEX, only thing that I disliked was that the answers to each question was on the same page as the question. Other than that's just take each question and turn them into flash cards. I recommend this to anyone who is in the process of studying for NCLEX

This book is a very great help to nurses taking board exams. Very educational, easy to understand, and easy to memorize. Surely, anyone who will also read this will be able to pass the board exam.

Nothing is better than practicing by answering as many questions as you can to get ready for the NCLEX examination. This book is very interesting because it provides more than 100 practice questions about nursing. I was so worried that I might not do well in the examination but this book gave me confidence by this big amount of practice questions.

Lots of medications that are no longer in use. Some of the other information is questionable.
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